SEASICK. WHO? ME?
By Commander J. H. De Loach
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from when I first
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part pf
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L/iUTINY
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group
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for
of
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with
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\r/as successful and ships
Caribbean. Except for the loss of ane borll door by an LST, the exercise
headed for Kingston'
ship
ports;
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were released to proceed independently to assigned liberty
Jamaic4 f.or our three-day port call. So far, so good'
broke, SHELIKOF's linehandlers
Those three days.were over quickly, but well rested, tanned and
east, then northeast as one of the
headed
toof. in all lines as she backed alvay from the pier and then
wi1{ and seas
around us. As
trequent hurricanes spawned in the Caribbean began developing all
fhe
rolling
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beginnitg
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nork on the old matrrml
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jownhill pn the dss3roll, S.prnegne, h,Jlr,svgr, lvas rpqqi[ed-tq man &e;hone therein and rnost of
of the flat-bottorned LST's in
my people rvere already seasick. As I had endured the gyrations
fr*ary rieather rvithouicalling "O'Rourke," I voltmteered to take the watch.
from my desk drau'er, tipped back in a
Since I Co'ld not wor.k, I retrieved Mr. Wouk's tale of the sea
of me and continued reading rvhere I
in
fiont
chair with my heels on the edge of the typewriter well
officers on a destroyer minesweeperhad stoppea afew days ago. this tate was a Ws/lI story of
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a ptvts--in tlre Facjtic, un? I *ur rn'ell into the time the,v
rolling heavily almost to the point of
since disparagiqgly rermed it Halsey's Ttphoon-- pitching and
to a lesser degree, but the
capsizing. As I read, our ouin ship continued pitching,ryd rolling albeit
transported him onto the
,,iuid ,rJrr.s of :t!p writer and a fertile irnagination af this reader mentally
bridge of the CAINE:
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